Planning for New Adult Day Services
What we hope to cover:

- Learn how the county will enter the new Waiver services that go into effect on 11/1/2016 into the MSS/PAWS
- Learn how the PAWS and Billing approvals will work for the new outcome based services
- Learn how the Cost projection and PAWS will roll-up the various new codes for authorization
- Tip on how to prioritize the work for updating PAWS and minimize the provider’s billing errors
How to update MSS and PAWS

- CPT Demo of an IO site
  - Adding the new Community Integration Add-on
  - Day Unit for ADS or Voc Hab
  - Behavior and Medical Add-ons
  - Schedule area
  - Unscheduled area
  - Note: Money Management service
  - Finalization checks
  - Rollup
  - Authorization
  - PAWS Preview and Submission
How to update MSS and PAWS

- PAWS Demo of an IO site
  - Outcome Based services
  - Approving Outcome based for payment
  - How they reflect on next versions

- CPT Demo of a SELF site
  - Adding the Services for Self Adult and Self Child
  - Roll up at finalization
Questions

- Open time for Questions
  - Please type them in the Chat area
  - We will read them off and attempt to answer them
- Look for additional live chat sessions
- Look for postings on the FAQ’s and webinar recordings